
Face Modelling  

My model is a realistic face with manga style facial features. First I looked at 

different styles from cartoony to realistic manga, and try to find out the com-

mon facial features with all manga characters. After this, I looked for a real 

human face as my reference that helped me with anatomy when I did modeling 

in 3D. Before I started modeling the face, I did some research on human facial 

muscles which would help me to understand how the face is structured, and 

how the face form expressions. When I modeled the face, I drew the topology 

based on the muscle groups. After I finish the model, I used translate points 

tool to give the face different facial expression.  

Aim: 

1.Learn the basic organic modeling techniques in XSI.   

2.study facial muscle anatomy and how it affects topology of the 3d model. 

3.study how manga artists exaggerate the proportions of facial features to 

create stylish characters.  

4.Design a realistic character in manga style. 

Step 1 

Research on a variety of manga styles 

Figure 01 Poster for Castlevania, a series of video games, created by Kojima Ayami , 1998 



Figure 02 (on the left) Sailor-
moon, created by  
naoko Takeuchi, published 
by Kodansha, 1991-1997 
 

After I saw manga books 

such as Sailormoon, Vaga-

bond, Kaguyahime and char-

acter designs for game cas-

tlevania. I concluded that 

most manga characters have 

childlike faces, cuteness is a 

part of japanese culture and 

national identity.  

Figure 03 (on the right)
Kaguyahime,graphic novel, 
created by Reiko shimizu, 
published by Hakusensha, 
1994-2005  

Figure 04 Vagabond, an ongoing 
manga by Takehiko Inoue, 
published by kodansha, 
1998—ongoing 

These Facial Features are: 

 

Big eyes 

Big eyes is the most symbolic 

character of manga style. The 

eyes are not just simply big, they 

windows of soul. Manga artists 

emphasis the eyes as much as 

they can. Manga eyes usually 

have double eye lids, long eye 

lashes, and sparkling pupils.  





I made his chin smaller, and narrower , reduced 
the width of his mouth and nose. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I drew the front view and profile, then I imported 
to XSI for modelling.  











 


